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Martha Jefferson Hospital and
Foundation, Virginia

Ratings
New Issue
$160,795,000 Economic
Development Authority of
Albemarle County, VA (Martha
Jefferson Hospital) Hospital
Revenue Bonds, Series 2008A
Outstanding Debt
$35,500,000 Industrial
Development Authority of
Albemarle County, VA (Martha
Jefferson Hospital) Hospital
Revenue Bonds, Series 2002
$49,000,000 Industrial
Development Authority of
Albemarle County, VA (Martha
Jefferson Hospital) Hospital
Revenue Bonds, Series 2003

Rating Rationale
•

Martha Jefferson Hospital (MJH) maintains a solid total market share of 33% in its
service area, which is second to the University of Virginia Medical Center’s (UVA
Medical Center) 47%. The ability of MJH to sustain consistent market share levels
over the past five years demonstrates the organization’s strong presence within the
Charlottesville community.

•

MJH has a strong financial profile characterized by robust balance sheet indicators,
excellent operating profitability, and solid debt service coverage.

•

Located in Albemarle County, MJH operates in a service area with excellent
characteristics, including above-average wealth and socioeconomic indicators,
compared with state and national averages.

•

MJH has an effective management team. It thoroughly planned for the expansion
project over the past eight years, mitigating many risks by hiring consultants,
contractors, and developers to assist in the construction planning process.
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A+

A+

Rating Outlook
Stable

Analysts
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Key Rating Drivers
•

Risks associated with a large-scale construction project, coupled with the
transition of a main hospital facility, may have a negative effect on the hospital’s
future performance.

•

MJH has an elevated debt burden with the construction project. MJH’s pro forma
debt burden as MADS as a percentage of revenue reached 5.9% through the
June 30, 2008 interim period, which compares unfavorably to Fitch Ratings’ 2007
‘A’ rating category median of 3.1%.

•

MJH has a strong competitor in UVA Medical Center, which is located only
two miles away. Maintenance of MJH’s solid market position is critical to its
operational success.

Michael Burger
+1 212 908-0555
michael.burger@fitchratings.com

New Issue Details
Sale Information: Series 2008A bonds
to sell during the week of Oct. 6
via negotiation.
Security: Obligation of the Economic
Development Authority and pledge of
gross receipts.
Purpose: Fund new hospital construction,
routine capital expenditures, costs
of issuance, and the debt service
reserve fund.
Final Maturity: 2048.

Related Research
• Fitch Rates Martha Jefferson
Hospital 2008 Revs ‘A+’; Outlook
Stable, Aug. 28, 2008
• 2008 Nonprofit Hospitals and
Health Care Systems Outlook,
Jan. 23, 2008

Credit Summary
MJH is the largest subsidiary of Martha Jefferson Health Services Corp. (MJHSC), which
also includes two foundations and a medical practice management company. MJH
operates a 176-licensed-bed acute care hospital in Charlottesville. Total revenue for
MJHSC was $186.7 million in fiscal 2007. Together, MJH and Martha Jefferson Hospital
Foundation (MJHF) make up the obligated group for the new and old bonds.
The rationale supporting the ‘A+’ rating is rooted in the hospital’s excellent financial
profile, solid market position, favorable service area characteristics, and good
management team. Located in Charlottesville, MJH has a solid reputation for quality
care and occupies a distinctive niche as the only community hospital in its market.
Since fiscal 2003, MJH has maintained a consistent 33% market share, which is second
to UVA Medical Center’s 47% market position. Charlottesville has excellent economic
and demographic indicators highlighted by a low unemployment rate, above-average
wealth indicators versus state and national averages, and its reputation as a top
retirement destination in the U.S.
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Rating History
Rating
A+
A+
A+
A
A

Action
Affirmed
Affirmed
Upgraded
Affirmed
Assigned

Outlook/
Watch
Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable

Date
8/28/08
5/8/07
8/1/06
7/7/03
10/2/02

Disclosure
MJH covenants to disclose unaudited
quarterly and annual audited financial
statements
to
the
nationally
recognized
municipal
securities
information repositories. Quarterly
disclosure has been timely and
includes a balance sheet, an income
statement, and utilization statistics.

In fiscal 2007, MJHSC earned $13.1 million in income from operations, which translated
into a 17.0% operating EBITDA margin, 9.3% excess margin, and 19.0% EBITDA margin,
all of which exceed Fitch’s 2007 ‘A’ rating category medians of 9.8%, 5.6%, and 12.1%,
respectively. Furthermore, through the June 30, 2008 interim period, MJHSC posted pro
forma maximum annual debt service (MADS) coverage of 4.5x, taking into account new
MADS of approximately $12 million. MJHSC’s balance sheet is robust as demonstrated by
438 days cash on hand, a historical cushion ratio of 31.7x, and cash to debt of 266%
through June 30, 2008.
Credit concerns include construction risks inherent in building a replacement hospital,
which consist of cost overruns and construction delays. Additionally, the presence of a
strong competitor (UVA Medical Center) in MJH’s service area underscores the
importance of MJH’s continued expansion of its physician alignment strategy.
The Rating Outlook is Stable. While Fitch expects deterioration of net operating margin
due to an increase in costs associated with the new facility, operating EBIDTA margins
are expected to remain consistent with the ‘A’ rating category median. Moreover,
MJHSC expects to maintain days cash on hand and cushion ratios at or above the ‘A’
category median over the medium term.

New Issue and Project Details
The series 2008 bonds will be issued through the Economic Development Authority of
Albemarle County and is expected to be approximately $161 million of variable-rate
demand bonds supported by direct-pay letters of credit from BB&T and Wachovia. MJH
entered into a forward-starting Securities Industry and Financial Markets Associationbased swap in April 2007, which is intended to remain in place. This swap synthetically
converts the variable-rate bonds to a fixed rate.
Proceeds of the series 2008 issuance will be used to fund construction of MJHSC’s
replacement hospital. The new facility will be constructed in close proximity to
MJH’s outpatient care center (constructed in 2003), approximately two miles east of
its current inpatient campus. Bond proceeds will be used to fund the majority of the
$275 million, 176-bed replacement hospital, with a mix of cash flow, equity, and
philanthropy expected to fund the remaining costs.
Construction of the new hospital is expected to be completed in 2012, when all MJH
inpatient services will be moved from the current facility. While bondholders are subject
to the inherent risks of large construction projects, Fitch believes management’s
engagement of nationally recognized architects, contractors, and consultants with
relevant experience helps to mitigate the risks inherent in a project of this size and scope.
Moreover, Fitch views favorably management’s preparation and thoroughness, as
demonstrated in the planning process for the replacement project.

Selected Legal Covenants Table
Obligated Group
Security

Disclosure
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The obligated group consists of MJH and MJHF, whose sole corporate member is MJHSC.
Series 2008 bondholders are secured by the following:
•
Joint and several obligation under the master trust indenture.
•
A pledge of gross receipts.
•
Bonds will not be secured by a mortgage or other lien on or pledge of the physical assets of
any member of the obligated group.
MJH covenants to disclose unaudited quarterly and annual audited financial statements to the
nationally recognized municipal securities information repositories. Annual audited information is
provided to the bond trustee and rating agencies no later than 45 days after completing its audit.
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The series 2008 bond obligation will constitute an unconditional pledge by MJH, MJHF,
and any subsequent members of the obligated group to pay amounts sufficient to pay
principal of and premium (if any) and interest on the series 2008A bonds. Payment of
the series 2008 bonds will be secured by a pledge of gross receipts. Other business
covenants provide the standard bondholder protection. MJH’s continuing disclosure
agreements in the bond documents are good, as the organization provides annual
audited financial information to the bond trustee and rating agencies no later than
45 days after completing its audit.

Service Area

MJH’s primary service area (PSA), which accounts for 50% of inpatient admissions,
includes Charlottesville and adjacent Albemarle County. The local economy is stable,
anchored by UVA. Population growth in the PSA is expected to equal 8.6% between 2000
Martha Jefferson Hospital and Foundation, Virginia
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and 2015, slightly behind state and national averages. The secondary service area,
which includes seven surrounding counties, is expecting stronger growth of approximately
14.4% between 2000 and 2015.
UVA is the largest employer with approximately 12,531 employees. The university
supports a large network of commercial activity related to research and education.
Other large employers include UVA Health System (5,200 employees), Albemarle County
(2,800), Albemarle County schools (2,226), the city of Charlottesville (800), MJH (1,553),
and State Farm Insurance (1,360). Both the commonwealth of Virginia and UVA are
rated ‘AAA’ by Fitch.

Competition
Although MJH is not the market share leader in its PSA, Fitch views the hospital’s
competitive position favorably. MJH has successfully established and maintained a
niche in the Charlottesville market as the provider of choice for primary and secondary
care, while expanding its services to provide tertiary care in selected areas like
cardiology and oncology. Smaller community hospitals located more than 30 miles away
in Waynesboro and Culpeper offer limited competition. Given the different mission and
complement of services offered at MJH and UVA Medical Center, Fitch believes the
potential loss of volume due to competition is minimal.

Payor Mix
Fitch views MJH’s payor mix as
generally positive. The hospital’s payor
mix has been very stable over the past
five years. The largest payor is Medicare
at 44% of gross patient revenues,
followed by Blue Cross and other thirdparty payors. MJH has favorably
renegotiated managed care contracts
with all its major payors, including
Anthem Blue Cross, its largest payor
after Medicare representing 24% of gross
patient revenues in fiscal 2007.
Medicaid as a percentage of revenues
was low at 4%, reflecting the strong

Payor Mix
(As a % of Gross Revenues, Fiscal Years Ended Sept. 30)
2005
43.0
3.0
24.0
3.0
21.0
4.0
2.0
100.0

Medicare
Medicaid
Blue Cross
Commercial
Managed Care
Self-Pay
Other
Total

2006
42.0
3.0
24.0
1.0
23.0
4.0
3.0
100.0

2007
44.0
4.0
24.0
1.0
21.0
4.0
2.0
100.0

Note: Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding.

Utilization Data
(Fiscal Years Ended Sept. 30)

Licensed Beds
Operated Beds
Acute Discharges/Admissions, Excluding Newborn Births
Acute Patient Days, Excluding Newborn Days
Average Length of Stay (Days)
Average Daily Census
Occupancy (%)
Normal Newborn Births
Outpatient Surgeries
Net Emergency Room Visitsa
Clinic Visits
Full-Time Equivalents
Medicare Case Mix Index

2003
176
152
9,222
29,846
3.2
82
54
1,717
7,534
33,106
102,896
1,117
N.A.

2004
176
176
9,556
31,857
3.3
87
50
1,749
5,369
32,648
109,667
1,177
1.3

2005
176
176
9,260
31,685
3.4
87
49
1,675
5,059
33,469
123,893
1,200
1.4

2006
176
176
9,875
32,909
3.3
90
51
1,724
4,500
32,913
116,411
1,243
1.4

2007
176
176
9,955
33,150
3.3
91
52
1,790
4,178
33,415
118,949
1,257
1.4

a

Excluding emergency admissions. N.A. − Not available.
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demographics of the service area. Self-pay accounted for approximately 4% of revenues.
Bad debt as a percentage of revenue, another indicator of the hospital’s strong
demographics, slowly declined from a high of 5.4% to reach 4.3% of revenues in fiscal 2007.

Financial Performance
Historically, MJH’s financial position has been sound, with very strong liquidity and
consistent positive operating margins. MJH earned $13.1 million from operations in
fiscal 2007 (7.0% operating margin) and $17.7 million in excess income (9.3% excess margin).
The hospital had 483 days cash on hand in fiscal 2007, a pro forma cushion ratio of
16.4x and a cash-to-debt ratio of 256.9%, which compares favorably to Fitch’s medians of
185 days,15.4x, and 111.6%, respectively. Coverage, not including the new debt service, is
excellent at 6.0x MADS. Nine-month interim numbers indicate that MJH is continuing its
solid financial trends, and Fitch expects profitability and liquidity trends similar to those
of prior years.
However, both the size and scope of this new project will have a negative effect on
hospital operations, at least temporarily, during and immediately after the construction
period. Management projections, which Fitch considers conservative, assume a decline in
both profitability and liquidity, primarily due to the additional costs associated with the
new hospital, assuming no decline in volume. MADS coverage increases to 5.4x in fiscal 2012,
the first full year after scheduled completion of the project. Balance sheet indicators are
also affected by the additional debt, with days cash on hand expected at 323 days, debt to
capitalization at 35%, and cash to debt at 87.6%. Offsetting these concerns are the solid
planning that went into this project, including use of outside sources when appropriate to
assist in planning the project and preparing projections; the hospital’s history of
outperforming budgets; its solid market position; and the current strong liquidity position,
which should act as an effective cushion to help mitigate the risks associated with
new construction.

Financial Summary
($000, Audited Fiscal Years Ended Sept. 30)
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Nine Mos.
Ended 6/30/08a

95,292
2,431
21,115
33,326
190,199
79,909
110,290
276,521
23,974
693
83,396
156,549

122,668
2,256
10,418
23,580
209,079
89,685
119,394
291,336
25,829
337
83,192
168,503

150,567
2,651
9,907
20,521
216,573
102,653
113,920
311,677
22,413
412
81,720
187,723

170,224
7,808
10,796
21,145
229,003
115,721
113,282
338,897
27,388
955
79,366
206,979

197,686
10,545
10,826
20,322
242,276
130,297
111,979
372,447
29,531
83
76,943
231,667

192,498
15,631
9,307
20,898
253,383
136,713
116,670
379,230
38,841
77
72,399
226,596

130,963
1,794
132,757
66,278
9,584
3,020

142,182
4,428
146,610
72,567
12,232
2,837

157,835
4,395
162,230
79,378
12,573
2,482

168,882
5,316
174,198
90,179
12,520
2,450

180,286
6,477
186,763
91,153
16,307
2,381

147,990
5,119
153,109
72,149
12,609
1,585

Balance Sheet Data
Unrestricted Cash
Restricted Cash
Trustee-Held Cash
Net Patient Accounts Receivable
Gross Property, Plant, and Equipment (PP&E)
Accumulated Depreciation
Net PP&E
Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Due to Third-Party Payors
Long-Term Debt
Unrestricted Net Assets

Income and Cash Flow Data
Net Patient Revenue
Other Revenue
Total Revenue
Salaries, Wages, Fees, and Benefits
Depreciation and Amortization
Interest Expense
a

Unaudited. EBITDA − Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization. CFFOBI − Cash flow from operations before interest. Note: Fitch Ratings may have
reclassified certain financial statement items for analytical purposes.
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Financial Summary (continued)
($000, Audited Fiscal Years Ended Sept. 30)

Provision for Bad Debt
Total Expenses
Income from Operations
Operating EBITDA
Non-Operating Gains/(Losses)
Excess Income
Total Investment Income
Net Unrealized Gains/(Losses)
Cash Flow from Operations
Net PP&E Acquisitions
EBITDA
CFFOBI
Free Cash Flow
Maximum Annual Debt Service (MADS)

2003
7,095
130,078
2,679
15,283
(901)
1,778
1,922
14,086
(469)
33,046
14,382
2,551
(33,515)
12,027

2004
7,853
141,663
4,947
20,016
628
5,575
3,916
6,891
27,937
20,941
20,644
30,774
6,996
12,027

2005
8,075
153,360
8,870
23,925
9,192
18,062
12,530
2,339
22,294
7,012
33,117
24,776
15,282
12,027

2006
8,088
163,841
10,357
25,327
5,939
16,296
10,362
3,642
25,769
11,204
31,266
28,219
14,565
12,027

2007
7,953
173,646
13,117
31,805
4,603
17,720
5,896
7,746
26,558
14,959
36,408
28,939
11,599
12,027

Nine Mos.
Ended
6/30/08a
8,059
140,894
12,215
26,409
14,024
26,239
16,564
(25,515)
24,290
17,264
40,433
25,875
7,026
12,027

306.7
92.9
77.2
7.9
114.3

368.3
60.5
77.5
10.2
147.5

414.1
47.5
61.6
12.5
184.2

433.8
45.7
69.8
14.2
214.5

483.0
41.1
72.2
16.4
256.9

438.3
38.7
88.4
16.0
265.9

2.0
11.5
1.3
10.9
(0.4)
108.1
49.9
5.3

3.4
13.7
3.8
14.0
19.0
70.2
49.5
5.4

5.5
14.7
10.5
19.3
13.0
69.4
48.9
5.0

5.9
14.5
9.0
17.4
14.3
63.6
51.8
4.6

7.0
17.0
9.3
19.0
13.9
33.3
48.8
4.3

8.0
17.2
15.7
24.2
14.5
63.1
47.1
5.3

1.2
0.2
(2.5)
9.1
5.8
(2.5)
34.8
8.3
344.8
229.8
24.9

1.7
2.6
0.8
8.2
4.0
11.9
33.1
7.3
171.2
101.4
14.3

2.8
2.1
1.5
7.4
2.5
5.3
30.3
8.2
55.8
21.2
4.3

2.6
2.3
1.4
6.9
2.5
5.4
27.7
9.2
89.5
35.8
6.4

3.0
2.4
1.2
6.4
2.1
6.6
24.9
8.0
91.7
41.1
8.0

4.5
2.9
1.0
5.9
1.3
10.3
24.2
8.1
136.9
42.7
11.3

Liquidity Ratios
Days Cash on Hand
Days in Accounts Receivable
Days in Current Liabilities
Cushion Ratio (x)
Cash to Debt (%)

Profitability and Operational Ratios (%)
Operating Margin
Operating EBITDA Margin
Excess Margin
EBITDA Margin
Cash Flow Margin
Investment Income as % of Excess Income
Personnel Cost as % of Revenues
Bad Debt Expense as % of Revenues

Capital-Related Ratios
MADS Coverage by EBITDA (x)
MADS Coverage by CFFOBI (x)
MADS Coverage by CFFOBI Less Capital Expenditures (x)
MADS as % of Revenue
Debt to EBITDA (x)
Debt to Free Cash Flow (x)
Debt to Capitalization (%)
Average Age of Plant (Years)
Capital Expenditures as % of Depreciation Expense
Capital Expenditures as % of EBITDA
Capital Expenditures as % of Total Revenue
a

Unaudited. EBITDA − Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization. CFFOBI − Cash flow from operations before interest. Note: Fitch Ratings may have
reclassified certain financial statement items for analytical purposes.
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Global Credit Research
New Issue
24 SEP 2008

New Issue: Albemarle County Ind. Dev. Auth., VA

MOODY'S ASSIGNS A3 RATING TO MARTHA JEFFERSON HOSPITAL'S (VA) $161.0 MILLION OF SERIES
2008A AND B BONDS; OUTLOOK IS STABLE

RATINGS ON PARITY DEBT DOWNGRADED TO A3 FROM A2 AFFECTING A TOTAL OF $239.4
MILLION OF RATED DEBT TO BE OUTSTANDING

Albemarle County Ind. Dev. Auth., VA
Health Care-Hospital
VA
Moody's Rating
ISSUE
RATING
Revenue Bonds, Series 2008A and Series 2008B
A3
$161,000,000
Sale Amount
Expected Sale Date 10/09/08
Rating Description Health Care Revenue Bonds, VRDB

Moody's Outlook Stable

Opinion
NEW YORK, Sep 24, 2008 -- Moody's Investors Service has assigned an A3 rating to Martha Jefferson
Hospital's (MJH) $161million of Series 2008A and B bonds. The rating outlook is stable. At this time we are
also downgrading to A3 from A2 MJH's outstanding parity debt (see debt list below) and withdrawing our
rating on the Series 2007 Floating Rate Notes because the bonds were never sold. The rating downgrade is
largely due to the material (200%) increase in debt and the strain it places on MJH's balance sheet.
The Series 2008A and B bonds will provide financing for the construction of a replacement hospital. The new
hospital will be located approximately two miles from the current campus and will be adjacent to an outpatient
care center constructed several years ago. Total cost of the project is estimated to be $275 million and will be
financed using proceeds from the current issuance, money raised through a capital campaign, and equity.
The new hospital campus is expected to open in 2012.
The Series 2008A and B bonds are expected to be supported by two party pay Letters of Credit (LOC) from
BB&T and Wachovia Banks, respectively. The long term rating will reflect Moody's approach to rating jointly
supported transactions and will be based upon: 1) the letter of credit provided and Moody's evaluation of the
credit worthiness of the institution providing the letter of credit; 2) the rating of MJH; and 3) the structure of
the transaction which ensures that timely debt service and purchase price payments are made to investors.
Moody's will issue a separate report assigning the two-party pay ratings.
USE OF PROCEEDS: The Series 2008A and B bonds will be used to (1) finance a portion of the cost of a
replacement hospital; (2) fund a capitalized interest account; (3) fund a debt service reserve fund; (4) pay the
costs of issuance
LEGAL SECURITY: The bonds are secured by a pledge of gross receipts of Martha Jefferson Hospital and
MJH Foundation (collectively referred to as the Obligated Group). In this report, we refer to the audited
financial statements of Martha Jefferson Health Services Corporation and Subsidiaries, which includes the
financial results of the Obligated Group as well as Martha Jefferson Medical Enterprises, Inc and Martha
Jefferson Hospital Foundation. The Obligated Group accounted for 99% of unrestricted revenues and 100%
of assets in FY 2007.
INTEREST RATE DERIVATIVES: MJH has two interest rate swaps outstanding. The first is a basis swap
with a notional value of $76 million that is intended to recapture tax risk. MJH pays SIFMA and receives a
variable rate based on one month LIBOR. The second swap is a forward starting, fixed payer swap (effective
date of 2/1/09) and has a notional value of $160.8 million. UBS is the counterparty to both swaps.

STRENGTHS
*Stable market share of 32% in primary service area and niche role as only community hospital in
Charlottesville area
*Recent gains in higher acuity service lines including cardiology and sub-specialty surgery contributing to
increase in Medicare case mix index and higher profitability and cash flow in recent years
*Consistent and exceptionally strong operating results with operating cash flow reaching a very high 17.0% in
FY 2007
*Strong balance sheet with nearly 250% cash-to-debt before the current issue and over 400 days cash on
hand
*MJH has invested a significant amount of time and energy in planning the replacement hospital including
soliciting input from employees on key design elements and meeting with other hospitals that have
undertaken similar projects
CHALLENGES
*Current financing will more than triple MJH's debt load to approximately $237 million from the current $77
million; maximum annual debt service will rise to $11.5 million from the current $6.1 million
*Issuance of the Series 2008A and B bonds and equity expended to complete the project will significantly
weaken MJH's balance sheet. Total project costs are estimated at $275 million of which $135 million will be
funded with equity and fundraising; delays in fundraising could change timing and amount of equity
contribution. Cash-to-debt will decline to less than 100% by the end of the project from the current 250%.
*MJH is obligated to retire approximately $21 million of Series 2003 bonds once it has moved out of the
current hospital, possibly further draining liquidity as the new hospital opens. MJH plans to use proceeds
from the sale of its current facility to fund retirement of the Series 2003 bonds.
*Risk of unforeseen construction delays and cost overruns, despite the extensive planning behind the project
*Although a necessary project from an operational perspective, the replacement hospital is largely an
additional cost without a commensurate increase in revenues; the hospital does not open a new patient
market for MJH, or add significant new services or revenue sources to compensate for the material increase
in debt.
*Additional competitive challenges from UVA Hospital Center as MJH has broadened its service array over
the past several years to offer higher acuity services
*Planned use of an entirely variable rate debt structure for this issuance raises risk to fixed rate holders that a
tender of variable rate notes could unexpectedly drain liquidity
MARKET POSITION/COMPETITIVE STRATEGY: STABLE MARKET POSITION AS SOLE COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL IN CHARLOTTESVILLE
MJH is located in Charlottesville, Virginia where it operates a 176 bed hospital (149 beds in service), and
large outpatient care center (OCC) in addition to several other healthcare related businesses. The service
area, which is comprised of the city of Charlottesville and the surrounding counties, is moderate in size with
approximately 280,000 people and is experiencing good growth trends. Charlottesville's economy is
anchored by the presence of the University of Virginia (UVA, rated Aaa) which has approximately 21,000 fulltime equivalent students. Moody's believes that the economic stability added by the presence of UVA and the
service area's generally favorable demographics (including low Medicaid exposure and above average
wealth indicators) positively impact MJH's long-term credit profile.
Competition stems primarily from UVA Health System, which operates a 579 bed teaching hospital in
Charlottesville. Although UVAHS is the overall market leader, MJH has maintained a stable 33% inpatient
market share and has recently increased market share in certain higher acuity service lines (see discussion
below). MJH's market position is likely to be maintained in the future as Virginia has a restrictive certificate of
public need (COPN) process which serves as a barrier to entry. Physician competition is moderate although
MJH did enter into a joint venture (JV) for an ambulatory surgery center at the end of FY 2003.
Moody's believes that as the only community hospital in the service area, MJH occupies an important niche
in the Charlottesville healthcare market, allowing MJH to distinguish itself in service lines where a patient
does not need the level of care available at an academic medical center. Additional stability results from the
fact that UVAHS operates a closed model and draws patients from a regional and national base. The closed

model ensures that the medical staffs at both hospitals are largely exclusive and results in a more loyal
medical staff at MJH than would ordinarily be expected in a competitive environment. Moreover, UVAHS
provides a wider array of high acuity services and draws patients from a broader geography, further
differentiating the two hospitals.
OPERATING PERFORMANCE: ABOVE AVERAGE MARGINS DRIVEN BY GROWTH IN KEY SERVICE
LINES
Operating performance at MJH has historically been strong with operating cash flow margins typically in the
10% - 12% range. However, since opening the OCC in 2004, MJH has generated significantly better results
with operating cash flow averaging 15% between FY 2004 - 2007 and reaching a very high 17.0% in FY 2007
(operating cash flow excludes depreciation and interest charges).
The OCC freed capacity at the main campus and allowed MJH to broaden its service array in key areas like
cardiology and sub-specialty surgery leading to market share gains in those areas and a 6% increase in the
Medicare case index since FY 2004. As a result, absolute operating cash flow has grown by more than 50%
since FY 2004 to $31.8 million in FY 2007, resulting in favorable leverage measures of 2.2 times debt-tocash flow and 6.4 times maximum annual debt service (MADS) coverage in FY 2007. Based on annualized
nine month FY 2008 results, pro-forma debt-to-cash flow increases to 5.7 times from 1.9 times and MADS
coverage declines to 4.5 times from 7.1 times. Operating cash flow will need to remain in the mid to high
teens in order for MJH to maintain these leverage ratios during the construction project.
The expansion of higher acuity services like bariatric surgery, electro-physiology, and angiograms brings
MJH into more direct competition with UVAHS. Although MJH and UVAHS have always competed for
patients, MJH's growth in the aforementioned services is due to its ability to retain patients that previously
went to UVAHS after it was determined they required a higher level of care. The ability of MJH to maintain or
grow market share in these services will be a key driver of profitability and cash flow in the future.
BALANCE SHEET POSITION: STRONG BALANCE SHEET BUT ADDITIONAL DEBT AND
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT WILL STRESS KEY LEVERAGE MEASURES
Over the last several years, MJH has steadily strengthened its balance sheet in preparation for the current
construction project. Planning for new hospital began as early as 2000 during a review of the hospital's
master facility plan. As it became apparent that a new hospital was necessary, management made a
strategic decision to build the balance sheet as much as possible before construction began.
During MJH's last large construction project, liquidity hit a low point at FYE 2002, approximately one year
before the project was complete. Since FYE 2002, unrestricted liquidity has more than doubled to $197.8
million at FYE 2007 from a low of $86.3 million. As the balance sheet grew, days cash on hand increased to
459 days at FYE 2007 from an already strong 285 days at FYE 2002. The growth in cash is attributable to
strong operating performance and a concerted effort to improve the revenue cycle, which resulted in a
decline of days in accounts receivable to 41 days in FY 2007 from a high 93 days in FY 2003.
The Series 2008A and B bonds will reduce the cash-to-debt ratio to below 100%; notably cash-to-debt
remained above 100% during construction of the OCC. In approximately one year, proceeds from the Series
2008A and B issuance will be completely expended and the unrestricted cash position at MJH will decline as
equity is used to complete the project. When the new hospital opens in FY 2012, MJH projects unrestricted
cash to decline to a range of $150-170 million, which would result in a low cash-to-debt ratio in the range of
65-75%; a weaker balance sheet reduces financial flexibility and may limit an organization's ability to pursue
strategic investments. Although MJH has invested significant time and planning into this project and has
secured a guaranteed maximum price contract, a project of this size comes with substantial construction risk
including the risk of unanticipated delays.
We have not reviewed the letters of credit that will support the tender feature of the Series 2008A and B
bonds. Cash as a percentage of variable rate debt may decline to as low as 100% by 2012, which raises the
risk to fixed rate holders that a tender of variable rate notes could unexpectedly drain liquidity. The tender
feature of the variable rate debt is expected to be supported by letters of credit from BB&T and Wachovia
Banks and short-term ratings will be assigned separately by Moody's.
Outlook
The stable outlook is attributable to MJH's strong and consistent operating results and solid market position.
We believe that the organization should continue to generate sufficient cash flow to maintain adequate
coverage and leverage ratios.
What could change the rating--UP
Though a rating upgrade is precluded over the near term due to the significant increase in leverage and
operational risk of building a replacement facility, we believe that as the project is completed and leverage

measures return to historical levels, the rating could be upgraded.
What could change the rating--DOWN
Significant construction cost escalation, or delays; softening of operating performance or cash flow; decline in
MADS coverage or other leverage ratios; change in competitive environment including new physician joint
ventures or successful efforts by UVAHS to increase market share in profitable service lines
KEY INDICATORS
Assumptions & Adjustments:
-Based on financial statements for Martha Jefferson Health Services Corporation and Subsidiaries
-First number reflects audit year ended September 30, 2007
-Second number reflects nine months interim FY 2008 annualized and including $161million of Series 2008A
and B bonds
-Investment returns normalized at 6% unless otherwise noted
-Pro-forma interest expense "grossed up" to include capitalized interest
*Inpatient admissions: 9,955; 7,818 (9 months)
*Total operating revenues: $186.8 million; $204.1 million
*Moody's-adjusted net revenue available for debt service: $39.0 million; $50.7 million
*Total debt outstanding: $79.4 million; $238.0 million
*Maximum annual debt service (MADS): $6.1 million; $11.5 million
*MADS Coverage with reported investment income: 6.8 times; 5.1 times
*Moody's-adjusted MADS Coverage with normalized investment income: 6.4 times; 4.5 times
*Debt-to-cash flow: 2.2 times; 5.9 times
*Days cash on hand: 459 days; 395 days
*Cash-to-debt: 249%; 81%
*Operating margin: 7.0%; 3.9%
*Operating cash flow margin: 17.0%; 17.2%
RATED DEBT (debt outstanding as of August 31, 2008)
-Series 2002; fixed rate; ($49.2 million outstanding); A3 underlying rating
-Series 2003; fixed rate; ($29.6 million outstanding); A3 underlying rating
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